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with, the dune range of Numaila afar off beyond it. I dawdled
on with Salim, now again our guide, observing the activities
of a Bifasciated Lark, while Salih unsuccessfully stalked an
eagle which had perched out of our way on a dune crest.
When he rejoined us we descended an easy slope on to the
gravel plain of Shuqqat1 al Khalfat while our companions as
usual lagged in the rear. Suddenly I observed a white object
on the ground and, before I could take in its significance, we
were marching on masses of them. Look ! I said to Salim,
shells of the sea! I must dismount. He was off his camel in
a trice, performing a sprightly war-dance as he gazed down
at a cluster of bivalves. For nearly two hours we remained
with others of our party riveted to that spot, while the bag-
gage went ahead. Apart from Wabar itself this was perhaps
the most interesting and dramatic discovery of the whole
journey. The place was simply littered with shells, and
among the shells we collected a good assortment of the most
delightful flint implements of antiquity, the first of which was
picked up and brought to me by Parraj, while Zayid, grub-
bing under the gravel, brought me a lump of what he im-
agined to be disintegrated mud of man-made walls ! It was
evidently alluvial soil of an old river or lake and appeared to
lie in bands which certainly created the illusion of wall-
foundations.
Years ago on the way down to Wadi Dawasir I had crossed
a number of wide torrent beds which were reported to run out
into and lose themselves in the desert to eastward against
the sand barrier of Dahna. I had assumed that the ancient
city of Wabar must have been on the banks of one of these
in the days when water flowed in them ; and I had always
hoped that the exploration of the sands of the Great Desert
might reveal the traces of a great civilisation in a once fertile
land such as Sir Aurel Stein has unearthed in the dried-up
river beds of the Central Asian desert. Mr. Thomas had
apparently found no trace either of such channels or of such
civilisation, but he had found an universality of sand which
seemed to render such discoveries unlikely.
1 Shuqqa (plural Shiqaq) means a * cut' or c slice '—generally indicating
a gravel valley or plain with or without vegetation but not very broad.
Baqqa is used for hard plain, gravel or rock.

